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Access for All

The UK plan to
close the digital divide

Digital prosperity is spreading
across the globe, but unless
governments step in, millions
will be left out. Here’s how Britain
can close the gap.

rnet
By Barrie Berg, Mark Page, and Mark Melford

Having emerged from the academy just a few

years ago, the Internet has rapidly blossomed into the
most profoundly influential force of our era. Its social
and economic importance has been likened to that of the
Industrial Revolution. There is now a widely shared vision
of universality — an expectation that every individual
and organization will have online access to a vast array of
information and services in the not-too-distant future.
At the most recent World Economic Forum in Davos,
Michael S. Dell, founder of the Dell Computer
Corporation, asserted that the Internet eventually will be
as ubiquitous and as normal as electricity is today.

We, too, believe that the universality of the Internet
is inevitable. However, every country will take its own
distinctive path toward that goal, a path that will have a
far-reaching impact on national productivity, the development of civic society, and the prosperity and lifestyles
of individual citizens.
While Internet growth in developed nations should
and will be led by private enterprise and individual
behavior, it is becoming clear that a “digital divide”
threatens to create an Internet underclass. Governments
around the world are concerned that unequal connectivity to the Internet could widen social and economic divi-
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sions — among individuals, within companies, even
among nations. Although commercial providers of computer equipment and Internet connectivity are cutting
prices, and introducing products and services to address
underserved user groups, the distribution of Internet
access will likely remain uneven. Unless governments step
in to even out the growth rate and the reach of Internet
access across all of society, the digital divide will only
worsen.
At the same time, governments have an imperative
to lower the cost and improve the quality of the public
services they deliver, and online technologies will facilitate that improvement. But if a significant portion of the
population remains offline, governments will have to run
parallel structures, adding to cost and complexity, and
reducing the potential savings from e-government.
Because many of the citizens most in need of government
services are likely to be lowest on the commercial sector’s
priority list, there is clearly additional value in using
government initiatives to accelerate a nation’s Internet
adoption rate.
As a major force in the marketplace, governments
can drive universal access and usage. If governments, for
example, were to move all of their supplier relationships
online, it would enable (and in some cases oblige) many
companies to follow suit. Similarly, if governments were
to provide a cash incentive to encourage citizens to submit their tax returns online (as the U.K. and U.S. governments have done), it would encourage use by individuals. At a more basic level, governments, like large organizations, are major employers: The access and Internet
training provided to their work forces has a significant
impact on the broader marketplace.
Case in point: the United Kingdom. Although the
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This article is adapted from
Achieving Universal Access, a report
prepared by Booz-Allen &
Hamilton for U.K. Prime Minister
Tony Blair, and released on
March 7, 2000. It was the basis
for a new policy initiative
announced in March by Prime
Minister Blair to drive universal
access in the United Kingdom.

U.K. has a high level of Internet penetration and was
Europe’s largest e-commerce market in 1999, an emerging digital divide threatens to leave 20 million people
excluded from the knowledge economy in three years’
time. That is why the U.K. government took the lead in
driving toward a goal of Internet access for every citizen
in the United Kingdom. In March, Prime Minister Tony
Blair made universal access an official goal to be reached
by 2005. The alternative would be to settle for a widening gap between the connected and the unconnected, a
gulf with severe economic, educational, and social implications. Although the falling costs of personal computers
and Internet access will help to increase penetration rates,
vibrant market forces are not sufficient to ensure universal access to the online world.
Digital Plenty

Many of the world’s developed economies are enjoying
their longest-ever period of uninterrupted non-inflationary growth. Commentators attribute much of this success to the long-heralded power of information and
communications technology harnessed to capture productivity gains and build new global markets.
The companies supplying the technology have themselves become drivers of economic growth. Between 1995
and 1998, these high-tech industries accounted for 8 percent of U.S. GDP, and contributed, on average, 35 percent of the nation’s real economic growth. By 2006,
almost half of the American work force will be employed
by industries that are either major producers or intensive
users of high-tech products and services.
In turn, business itself is undergoing a competitive
revolution. Because of the Internet, small- and mediumsized businesses can now define their marketplaces as
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Exhibit 1: The Hard and Soft Infrastructures of the Knowledge Economy
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ning. Starting this year, U.K. citizens can file their tax returns electronically, and in doing so save £10 (U.S.$16). In the consumers alike, administrations all over the world are
U.S., nearly 30 million taxpayers filed electronically in defining their roles in creating the right environment for
1999, or close to one in four of the total returns received rapid but balanced knowledge-based economic growth.
by the Internal Revenue Service. The 2.5 million U.S. Best practices for the knowledge economy apply to both
businesses that filed e-returns in 1999 accounted for 84 “hard” and “soft” infrastructures; hard infrastructure
percent of all business tax revenue. The Singapore gov- includes, for example, communications networks, while
ernment estimates that its similar scheme saves approxi- key elements of soft infrastructure include education,
mately U.S.$35 million per year in administration costs. cyberlaws, and the ability of government institutions to
Through the online delivery of public services, con- lead by example. Governments around the world are maksumers and citizens can benefit from convenience and, in ing differing rates of progress in each. (See Exhibit 1.)
many cases, speed. Since 1998, over 90,000 Singaporean
students have applied for higher education online. The U.K.’s Divide
Meanwhile, Australian job seekers can choose from For all the prosperity in emerging digital economies, it is
almost 3,000 jobs a day that private employers place in a clear that even advanced countries are experiencing diffigovernment-initiated jobs database.
cult transitional problems. The Singapore government is
With such far-reaching impact on government and addressing a chronic shortage of workers with the right IT

But Britain is not leading in Internet penetration.
According to our study of Internet usage habits, six out of
10 people in the U.S. regularly access the Internet from
work, home, or a public access terminal. In Scandinavia,
about 40 percent do so. A noticeable gap currently exists
between the world’s most connected nations and a second
tier of nations, which the U.K. leads, with penetration
levels in the range of 15 percent to 25 percent. (See
Exhibit 2.)
More importantly, almost half of 15- to 24-year-olds,
accounting for 15 percent of the U.K. population, are
regular users, but among the fifth of the U.K. population
over the age of 64, just one person in 25 is online. When
one measures by social class, education level, employment
status, or employer size, alarming disparities are apparent.
Of even greater concern, however, is that as the

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton Inc., International Data Corporation
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skills. Australia faces a problem in connecting its remote
rural communities. The U.S. government has for some
years now been assiduously monitoring its digital divide
among ethnic, socioeconomic, and gender groups.
Like the U.S., the U.K. is experiencing skill shortages
and the unbalanced distribution of the benefits of new
information technologies. In many respects, however,
it is well positioned. British Internet users are Europe’s
“power users,” spending on average more time online
than their counterparts in Germany, Scandinavia, and
elsewhere. With recent announcements of flat-rate, unmetered access from several providers, which is supplanting the restrictive payment-per-time-unit schemes, the
number of power users will rise. In addition, the proportion of companies that are connected is greater in the
U.K. than in any other European country.
Percentage of Population (Over Age 12) Using the Internet
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Exhibit 2: Internet User Penetration Rates: A National Comparison
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Exhibit 3: Growing Inequality in U.K. Internet Penetration
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online revolution runs its course, the divide looks set to
grow worse. New users are currently joining the U.K.’s
online population at the rate of 4 million (or 8 percent
of the population) each year, and the growth rate likely
will be sustained over the coming years. Powerful service
propositions such as free e-mail accounts are driving the
current expansion of the market. Low-cost access terminals, such as TV set-top boxes and Web phones, are
emerging, and digital interactive TV will add new
Internet users, as powerful corporate players such as
British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC (BSkyB) and
OnDigital PLC expand their offerings. Wireless Internet
access also will usher in new users and applications starting later this year. New telecommunications services
will enable “always-on” connectivity at affordable prices.
With these market forces, the penetration rate in the
U.K. should pass 60 percent “naturally,” possibly as soon
as 2003.
However, far from bridging the emerging inequality,
the wave of growth is likely to exacerbate it, leaving a
group of over 20 million citizens excluded from the fruits
of the knowledge economy. (See Exhibit 3.)
Some jobs, roles, or lifestyles do not need to and
never will embrace the Internet. Downloading music
from Web sites or joining chat groups to discuss the latest snowboard design is not for everyone. There is clearly
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no case for pushing uninterested citizens toward something they neither want nor need. Nonetheless, the issue
of exclusion is problematic, because the online revolution
will affect all members of society:
• Employers are beginning to see Internet skills as a key
qualifier when selecting candidates for interviews, and
even — at the aggregate level — when deciding where
to locate new facilities.
• Companies under pressure to reduce costs in the face of
competition from dot-coms will move customer-service functions online (although some customers have
yet to master the automated voice response systems on
telephone hotlines).
• In education, homework assignments are likely to
move increasingly to the Internet. Students with access
to Web skills and a home PC will have major advantages over those who do not.
• Government services from tax payments to job placements will increasingly be offered online.
As the marketplace stimulates opportunity, these
conditions suggest government must step forward to
ensure that opportunities are evenly distributed. That is
why we believe government should take the lead in ensuring Internet access to every citizen, or face a widening gap
between the well-to-do and the underserved in income,
opportunity, and access to government services.
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Exhibit 4: Evolution from First Access to Power Player
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Time
• Break down barriers to e-commerce
• Bolster consumer confidence
• Enact cyber laws

Government’s Decisive Role

In countries with high Internet-usage rates and a more
mature high-tech sector, governments are active in developing policy and fostering activity in this field. Indeed,
each of the world’s leading online nations is characterized
by a government that has not been content simply to leave
the emergence of a knowledge economy to market forces.
Consider the United States, the world’s leading
online economy. It has the highest absolute number and
percentage of people online; the most intensive users,
measured in terms of both the hours and the dollars they
spend online; and three-quarters of the world’s e-commerce. While the vibrant U.S. private sector garners
headlines, the profound role of the U.S. government is
often overlooked.
As far back as 1994, the Clinton administration
committed to connecting every classroom, library, community center, clinic, and hospital to a national “information superhighway” by 2000. Vice President Al Gore’s
early appointment as “E-minister” also signalled the
Clinton administration’s dedication to playing an active
role in fostering the expansion of the Internet. This was
the first government to officially identify the problem of
a digital divide, and it has actively measured and
addressed it since 1996.
The U.S. federal government spends $5.5 billion per
year on projects facilitating the knowledge economy,
ranging from wiring schools and libraries, to developing
technologies that will broaden penetration. With the
construction of the information superhighway well under

• Foster the best environment
for e-business
• Encourage entrepreneurship

way, President Clinton in a recent speech committed “to
make connection to the Internet as common as connection to the telephone is today.”
Governments of other leading online nations have
set similar goals. Singapore’s government has committed
to offer “most public services over the Internet by 2001,”
and Finland has pledged to offer all government services
online by 2001. The Finns have further committed to
ensure that every citizen has an e-mail address by 2004,
and to reduce government administration costs by onethird by 2002, through the use of IT and networks.
Australia has one of the most socially inclusive
Internet user populations, thanks to a high level of government commitment, led by two dedicated bodies: the
Office for Government Online, responsible for delivering
government services online; and the National Office for
the Information Economy, which coordinates broad
knowledge economy policy. Japan, which is Asia’s biggest
e-commerce market, has a similar cross-governmental
body, chaired by the prime minister.
The U.K. government has a well-defined “Information Age Strategy,” with the goal of universal
Internet access by 2005 the latest in a series of initiatives.
The E-commerce@its.best.uk report launched by the
prime minister last September included 60 commitments
to further the growth of e-commerce in the U.K. The
government has established targets for electronic delivery
of government services (rising to 100 percent by 2008)
and online government procurement, and it has appointed an e-minister and an e-envoy to provide cross-depart-
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A Policy Framework: Ten Principles
for Universal Internet Access
Individual initiatives have the greatest impact
when they support a coherent vision and framework for execution. Our analysis of universal
access, as well as insight into government best
practices to remove current barriers, suggests 10
principles that should guide public policy:

1

Offer financial and other incentives to employers,
suppliers, and first-time users in order to bridge
the Internet affordability gap.

2

mental leadership for these policies.
Government’s policies on regulation and competition play an important role in creating the foundations
for universal access in the U.K.; the 1999 Electronic
Communications Bill’s provisions on digital signatures
and the auction of five broadband mobile communications licenses are excellent examples, as are moves to liberalize the “last mile” of communications network.
Other significant measures include a £1.7 billion
(U.S. $2.7 billion) package to build Internet skills,
involving IT training courses, public Internet access
points, tax exemptions on loans of computers to employees, and the provision of 100,000 free computers to
low-income communities. These policy initiatives supplement the market-led trend toward higher Internet
penetration and usage, and put the issue of access firmly
on the policy agenda.

provide Internet access to users who are not target customers for ISPs.

3

Broadly redefine the role of government buildings
and assets to provide Internet access.

4

Create universal access to training courses on the
use of the Internet.

5

Empower e-missionaries, such as teachers and
students, to train and encourage the unconnected
to use the Internet.

6

Encourage passive users to become power users
who are able to create their own Web sites, or, if
they are businesses, to conduct trade online.

7
Bridging the Divide

A common set of issues for government are of particular
concern to countries with a high level of Internet use:
• When will adoption in the population reach universal
levels?
• Can government ensure that the online wave is socially
inclusive?
• Do individuals possess the necessary IT skills?
• Can small businesses keep pace?
• How can government foster a thriving home market
for the goods and services of the knowledge economy?
• How should government take the lead?
These are merely the starting questions that proactive
governments must ask as they formulate policy; bolder
steps will be needed to ensure that the gap between information haves and have-nots does not grow wider. Policy

Use public facilities (e.g., job centers, libraries) to

Use the Internet as a vehicle for lifelong learning
and continuous improvement of skills.

8

Create promotional campaigns and incentives to
increase Internet activity among regular users.

9

Lead by example and use the government’s own
force in the marketplace to advance universal
access.

10 Continuously measure, monitor, and address barriers to the development of a strong indigenous
Internet and e-commerce market.
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development needs to build on initiatives already in
place, and harness the powerful changes under way in the
business and non-profit sectors of society.
We recommended that the U.K. government make a
clear commitment to universal Internet access — from
the home, school, workplace, or convenient public access
point — and advance measures to promote that goal as
other governments have begun to do. But access for
everyone is not enough. To capture fully the benefits of
the knowledge economy, users need more than availability and must move beyond passive browsing. They should
become active users — participating in discussions, educating themselves, making transactions, and engaging
in commerce. At the next level, the Internet offers
unprecedented opportunity for individuals to become
entrepreneurs themselves — setting up Web sites and
ultimately e-businesses. Government can play a role not
only in getting people online, but also in creating conditions and incentives for individuals to evolve into active
users — even power users — and businesses to become
power players. (See Exhibit 4.)
Beyond this, achieving equal access — and equal
economic opportunity — requires measures aimed at
those sections of the population otherwise left behind:
the elderly, the economically inactive, the unskilled, and,
to a lesser extent, those working in very small companies.
Measures should address the principal barriers that are
holding back penetration in these segments today: affordability of access, literacy and comfort with the technology, and the perception that the Internet offers little value
to many individuals.
Because individuals primarily access the Internet
with a PC and a modem, the cost of this equipment and
the ongoing telecommunications and subscription pay-

ments are a clear barrier to access. (See Exhibit 5.)
Prices are falling fast, however, which encourages use.
Promotional offers — such as free PCs in return for an
online subscription — abound. Flat-rate charging for
telecommunications access will become more prevalent
in households and small businesses when networks have
been upgraded to allow the same cost-efficient technology (packet-switching) that is common in large companies
today. In general, existing policies in the U.K. create the
right market dynamics to support an increasingly affordable Internet.
Literacy and comfort with the Internet and computers in general are more complex issues. There is a broad
consensus that schools play a pivotal role, but this ignores
adult education and all those outside the educational system. It also requires a significant reorientation of teaching
practices. Commercial interests are developing more
user-friendly software to alleviate the initial difficulty of
going online; indeed, one European science ministry is
diverting the majority of its funding into sponsoring
development of such applications. An additional issue is
parents’ concerns about the content accessible by their
children. But here, too, commercial sector measures to
promote “walled gardens” of safe content are advancing
steadily.
In the case of creating compelling applications and
content, government can lead by example, because it provides many services well-suited to the online world.
Moving core government services such as job placement,
medical care, and benefits administration to the Internet
will in itself encourage use across the population. This
may be the single largest step a government can take.
In developing online provision of its services, government — through partnership with private enterprise
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online nations boasts a government
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to leave the emergence of a
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will also allow enterprises to take
advantage of new business opporTypical Cost of Access/Month (U.S.$)
tunities. As a result, the private
— can develop skills and assets in the commercial sector. sector should have a genuine interest in supporting the
This will create opportunities to promote entepreneur- government’s policy objectives — the more so because by
ship so that innovative new applications are launched concentrating on underserved population segments, the
quickly and successfully. There are key strategic choices in government will complement private-sector activity.
developing e-government: in particular, how it manages Working in partnership with businesses will similarly
links across agencies and services, and with the private allay any fears that the government is meddling in a key
sector, and also whether and how to create a single portal sector of the knowledge economy, and will free up expertise and resources to cover this complex and fast-moving
for citizens’ convenience.
In addressing all these challenges, government has area of activity. An economy in which consumers and
companies feel fully able to exploit the potential of the
four levers at its disposal:
1. Creating policy (e.g., incentives, regulations) to new technology — a society in which organizations and
enable the hard and soft infrastructures that will encour- individual citizens can access and share information and
services freely — is the end game for the knowledge
age Internet penetration and usage.
2. Designing and delivering government services economy. +
online.
Reprint No. 00207
3. Rethinking the use of government assets and
infrastructure: Job centers, schools, post offices, or even Resources
municipal council buildings could become Internet Achieving Universal Access: A Report by Booz-Allen & Hamilton
access and training centers.
www.bah.com/greatideas
4. Recognizing government influence as a major UK Office of the e-Envoy: www.e-envoy.gov.uk
purchaser and employer through moving to online pro- University for Industry: www.ufiltd.co.uk
curement and providing access and skills to public-sector
OECD Internet Access Price Comparison: www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/it/index.htm
employees.
In pursuing this agenda, the government should co- U.S. Internal Revenue Service Facts on E-filing: www.irs.gov/news/nandf.html
opt those private-sector bodies — regional and interna- For more discussion on universal Internet access, visit the Strategy+Business
Idea Exchange at www.strategy-business.com/ideaexchange/
tional — with the biggest stake in the broad development
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Exhibit 5: 1999 Internet Penetration Versus Cost of Access
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